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on the railway from the Vaal to the .Rand, and then, when an
ox-wagon service was organized instead from the south bank,
closed the 'drifts' (i.e. fords) on the river. These were breaches
of Article XIII of the 1884 Convention; and Chamberlain, hav-
ing Cape opinion behind him, dispatched on 3 November 1895
a veiled but unmistakable ultimatum. Kruger gave way.
Meanwhile the Uitlanders in Johannesburg were almost osten-
tatiously conspiring to rebel. A petition signed by over 35,000
of them in August had been rejected. Their wrongs and claims
had for a year been occupying Chamberlain's predecessor, Lord
Ripon; who that summer in sending out a new high commis-
sioner, Sir Hercules Robinson,1 had said that cwhat he most
feared, was a rising at Johannesburg'.2 Chamberlain, therefore,
fully expected one, and after consulting Lord Salisbury had
approved a plan to meet it; which was that on its outbreak the
high commissioner as representative of the paramount Power
should travel to Pretoria, and mediate between Kruger and the
rebels.3
Rhodes, however, unknown to either Chamberlain or Robin-
son, had quite a different scheme. It was to assemble as large a
force of mounted police as the Chartered Company could muster
at a cjumping-off ground' on the newly acquired strip. Dr. Jame-
son,4 the company's administrator, was to command them, and
on a signal they were to make an armed dash for Johannesburg.
This, of course, meant pure filibustering; and as against a state,
like the Transvaal, with which we were at peace, it was utterly
indefensible.
At the brink of crisis an event occurred which warped the whole
British situation. On 17 December 1895 Grover Cleveland,
president of the United States, sent a message to Congress. It
was virtually an ultimatum to Great Britain. The subject was
the boundary between British Guiana and Venezuela, about
which negotiations had long been in progress between London
and Caracas. Venezuela was claiming on historical grounds a
1 1824-97; created Lord Rosmead in 1896.  He had already before (1880-9)
been governor of Gape Colony.
a J. L. Garvin, Lift of Chamberlain, iii (1934), 58.
3	Ibid., 59-63.
4	Leander Starr Jameson, b. 1853 at Edinburgh; in medical practice at Kimber-
ley from 1878; Chartered Company's administrator from 1891; led the raid which
ended in his surrender, a January 1896; elected to Cape parliament, 1900; pre-
mier of Cape Colony, 1904-8; created baronet, 1911; died 1917.

